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ABSTRACT: We have used a facile polymer imprint process
to fabricate a three-dimensional electrochemical nanosensor,
the sensitivity of which is two decades higher than that of
planar controls. The device is composed of an array of vertically
oriented nanoscale coaxial electrodes, with the coax cores and
shields serving as integrated working and counter electrodes,
respectively, each with a nanoscale separation gap (coax
annulus width). Arrays of ∼106 devices per square millimeter
were prepared with diﬀerent gaps, with smaller gaps yielding
higher sensitivity. A coax-based sensor with a 100 nm gap was
found to have sensitivity 90 times greater than that of a planar
sensor control, which had conventional millimeter-scale
electrode gap spacing. We suggest that this enhancement is
due to the combination of rapid diﬀusion of molecules between
the closely spaced electrodes and the large number of nanoscale electrochemical cells operating in parallel, both of which enhance
current per unit surface area compared to planar or other nanostructured devices.

C

Our design for a simple, miniaturized ES consists of arrays of
vertically oriented coaxial electrodes, termed “nanocoaxes”.
Variants of this structure have previously been employed in
nanophotonic,19,20 photovoltaic,21,22 and capacitance-based
chemical sensing23 applications. It consists of two concentric
electrodes separated by a dielectric layer or air gap. We
fabricated ESs using these two electrodes as the working
electrode (WE) and counter electrode (CE). ES arrays with
diﬀerent electrode gaps were prepared by changing the
thickness of the dielectric layer and then removing it, with
the resulting eﬀect on the Faradic current examined via
diﬀerential pulse voltammetry (DPV).

onsiderable eﬀort has been directed toward increasing
target sensitivity in electrochemical sensors (ES) by
developing “nanogap” electrodes that can provide real-time
ultrasensitive detection of chemical and biological agents.
Reduction of the distance between the electrodes has received
considerable attention as this is thought to improve mass
transport and Faradic-to-capacitive signal ratio, as well as
decrease the response time and the eﬀect of the solution
resistance.1−6 Lithographic techniques such as electronbeam,7−9 dip-pen,10 transmission electron beam ablation,11
and focused ion beam (FIB) milling12,13 can be used to make
nanoscale gap electrodes. However, these methods are
commonly used for planar, two-dimensional structures and
are inevitably serial, costly, and time-consuming processes.
Other techniques such as electromigration,14,15 electrochemical deposition,16,17 and electro-breakdown18 are simpler
and faster than the aforementioned techniques for planar
nanogap electrode fabrication, but have limited ﬂexibility in
controlling the size and shape of the gap between the
electrodes. Although diﬀerent methods have been developed,
it remains a challenge to fabricate highly ordered arrays of
nanogap electrodes with conﬁned geometries over a large area
and to do so in a reproducible and cost-eﬀective manner. We
have developed a simple and reliable method for fabricating
highly ordered arrays of electrodes with well-deﬁned nanogaps
over a large area for use in ES devices, maintaining the
advantage of nanogap sensing while overcoming previous
limitations. No formal lithographies (photo- or electron beam)
are employed in the fabrication.
© 2013 American Chemical Society
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Chemicals. 1H,1H,2H,2H-Perﬂuorodecyltrichlorosilane
(96%) and n-heptane (99%) were purchased from Alfa Aesar.
Acetone (99.5%), sulfuric acid (96%), and hydrogen peroxide
(30%) were purchased from J.T. Baker. Polydimethylsiloxane
(Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer kit) was purchased from Dow
Corning. SU-8 2002 was purchased from MicroChem Corp.
Transetch-N was purchased from Transene Co. Ferrocene
carboxylic acid was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Phosphate
buﬀered saline was purchased from Fisher Scientiﬁc.
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FIB. The thicknesses of the thin ﬁlms were measured by a
proﬁlometer (Dektak 150, Veeco). Electrochemical characterization was performed using a potentiostat (Reference 600,
Gamry Instruments).

Preparation of Silicon Nanopillar Arrays. Silicon
nanopillar (SiNP) arrays were prepared by a combination of
thermal oxidation and reactive ion etching of [100] silicon
substrates that were photolithographically patterned. Typical
SiNP dimensions were 2 μm height and 200 nm diameter, with
hexagonal close-packed arrays of 1.3 μm periodicity/pitch, on
substrates containing 10 × 20 mm2 areas of pillars. This results
in a pillar density of approximately 106/mm2.
Application of Release Coating. A release coating was
applied to the SiNP arrays, which were used as imprint masters.
The master array was immersed in a solution containing
1H,1H,2H,2H-perﬂuorodecyltrichlorosilane (FDTS) and nheptane in the ratio of 1:1000 (v/v), followed by immediate
transfer of the master to acetone for another 5 min, and then
baked for 5 min at 110 °C on a hot plate. The measured
thickness of the FDTS using ellipsometry (J.A. Woollam
VASE) was 1.76 nm ± 0.12 nm, which is comparable to the
previously reported value for a single layer of FDTS.24
Fabrication of Molds. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was
mixed in the ratio of 10:1 (w/w) with its curing agent and
degassed in a bell−jar desiccator connected to a vacuum pump
for 30 min. It was then poured onto the Si master, cured at
room temperature for 12 h, and baked for 1 h on a hot plate at
90 °C. The PDMS mold was then peeled oﬀ and treated with
release coating and used for imprinting in subsequent steps.
Typical thickness of the PDMS mold was ∼2 mm.
Imprinting of SU-8 Pillar Arrays. A thin ﬁlm of SU-8
2002 was spin-coated on a piranha-cleaned Si wafer at 500 rpm
with acceleration of 110 rpm/s for 6 s and then at 3000 at 550
rpm/s for 36 s, followed by soft baking at 65 °C for 1 min and
at 95 °C for at least 2 min to remove any residual solvent. The
ﬁlm was cooled to room temperature, and the mold was placed
on top of it. To ensure conformal contact between the mold
and the ﬁlm, an overpressure of ∼105 Pa was applied between
them using a homemade apparatus. The PDMS mold and SU-8
were then held at 95 °C on a hot plate for 5 min and exposed
to UV light in a mask aligner (MA6, Karl Suss) at 12 mW/cm2
for 90 s. A postexpose bake was then done for 5 min, and the
sample was allowed to cool to room temperature before peeling
oﬀ the PDMS elastomer mold to release the now-formed SU-8
nanopillar array.
Fabrication of Hollow Nanocoax Arrays. A thin ﬁlm
(∼125 nm) of Au was deposited as the SU-8 pillar array (to
later serve as the coax inner conductors) using sputter
deposition (AJA International) with 250 W dc power and
0.75 nm/s deposition rate. Atomic layer deposition (ALD)
(Savannah S100, Cambridge Nanotech) was then used to
deposit Al2O3 at 200 °C (to serve as coax annulus), followed by
a second sputter deposition of ∼150 nm of Cr (for the outer
coax conductor) with 200 W dc power and 0.1 nm/s deposition
rate. A second layer of SU-8 was then spin-coated onto this
newly formed coax array, followed by UV exposure at 12 mW/
cm2 for 90 s and a hard bake at 200 °C for 1 h. This is to
provide mechanical support for the nanocoaxes. A mechanical
polisher (Vibromet 2, Buehler) with a suspension of 50 nm
diameter alumina nanoparticles was used for 2.5 h to remove
the top part of the outer metal of the coax. After this
decapitation, the Al2O3 in the annuli of the coaxes was etched
to a time-controlled depth at room temperature at a rate of ∼20
nm/h by immersion in Transetch-N.
Characterization. Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
images of the pillar and coax arrays were taken using a JEOL
JSM-7001F SEM. FIB milling was done on a JEOL JIB-4500

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We employed the above stamp imprint method in the
fabrication of our nanocoax array electrochemical cells.
Imprinting (also referred to as soft lithography or nanoimprint
lithography25) is a useful technique for rapid and cost-eﬀective
replication of micro- and nanostructures, including those with
3D features such as the vertical nanopillar arrays of interest
here. Aside from its nanoscale capability, perhaps the greatest
advantage of the imprinting technique is its ability to produce a
large number of large area replicas with high ﬁdelity from a
single master. We thus used imprint-prepared nanopillar arrays
as the basis for the fabrication of vertically oriented nanocoax
arrays.19 For the imprint masters, we used SiNP arrays prepared
as above. We used SU-8 photoresist for the nanopillar replicas
for its relatively low glass transition temperature and volume
shrinkage coeﬃcient and its wide range of operating temperatures. After fabricating nanocoax arrays as ESs, we used them
to explore the eﬀect of the working-counter electrode gap on
the Faradic current of the device.
Figure 1 depicts SEM images of a representative SiNP master
and SU-8 replica. To form arrays of nanocoaxes, the ﬁrst step is

Figure 1. SEM images of arrays of (a) 2 μm tall Si nanopillars of
period 1.3 μm prepared via lithographic techniques followed by
chemical etching for use as a master for imprinting and (b) SU-8
replica of the master made using a PDMS mold.

metallization of the SU-8 NPs, to serve as the coax cores. After
this initial metallization, we deposited a dielectric layer to
function as the coax annulus, followed by a second metal
deposition to act as the coax shield. To use the coax structure as
an ES, the top part of the outer metal was removed by
polishing, exposing the dielectric core. These arrays were
further processed by partially wet etching the annuli of the
coaxes to open a cavity between the coax inner and outer
electrodes, into which an analyte solution can ultimately ﬁll and
10041
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be detected, as depicted in Figure 2. Further fabrication details
can be found in the Supporting Information.

Figure 3. SEM image of an array of partially hollow nanocoaxes of 1.3
μm pitch, 200 nm annulus thickness, and 500 nm annulus depth with
Au inner and Cr outer electrodes. Bottom portion shows a crosssection of one row of the array prepared by FIB milling.

liquid on top of the arrays. The reservoir (or well) was ﬁlled
with a redox reagent, 1 mM ferrocene carboxylic acid (FCA) in
phosphate buﬀered saline (PBS). A three-electrode ES was then
conﬁgured by using the inner and outer coax electrodes as the
WE and CE, respectively, and a Ag/AgCl electrode immersed
in the reservoir as a reference electrode (RE), as shown in
Figure 2. For comparative study, we also constructed an ES
with a planar Au WE, Pt CE, and Ag/AgCl RE (not shown),
which had the same projected WE area as the coax arrays (1.8
mm2).
For analytical purposes, DPV was employed as the
electrochemical measurement technique. A factor which plays
an important role in reducing the background charging current
in pulse techniques, especially at higher measuring speeds, is
the RC-time constant of an electrochemical cell. This is deﬁned
by the factor RuCd, where Ru is the uncompensated resistance,
and Cd is the double layer capacitance. The maximum value of
uncompensated resistance of an electrolyte solution of
conductivity σ, conﬁned between two electrodes separated by
a distance d, is Ru = d/σA, where A is the area of the inner
electrode. There is an electric double layer capacitance density
Cd due to the charged species and oriented dipoles at the
metal−solution interface, whose typical value is in the range of
10−40 μF/cm2.5 For a physiological solution such as PBS of
bulk conductivity 0.14−0.18 S/m,26 the value of uncompensated resistance Rui for a nanocoax with 250 nm diameter inner
electrode, 200 nm annulus width, and 500 nm annulus depth is
Rui ∼ 3 MΩ. The number of coaxes within a 1.5 mm diameter
array area is n ∼ 1.2 × 106. For resistive analysis, coax arrays can
be treated as a parallel combination of n resistors, with an
equivalent resistance Ru = Rui/n ∼ 1 Ω. For such arrays, we
calculate the value of the double layer capacitance to be Cd ∼
0.1 μF. With these values, the cell RC-time constant of a
nanocoax ES within the 1.5 mm diameter area employed is
∼10−7 s. For comparison, the RC-time constant of a planar cell
with the WE and CE separated by mm-scale distance is ∼10−3
s.
Following the standard practice of using a DPV pulse time
∼10 times greater than the RC-time constant, the coax-based
ES reduces the limit of the experimental time scale to 10−6 s (1
μs) for the commonly used biological medium PBS. Such a
rapid time scale could only be achieved for other microstructures by using a medium with high electrical conductivity.27 Thus, the low value of the time constant of the coax-based
ES provides the unique ability to study voltammetric signals in
media with low conductivity. In principle, an ES with a time of
∼1 μs can also be used to measure the redox potentials of
highly reactive intermediates and the rate constant of rapid

Figure 2. Schematic representations of (a) a partially hollowed
nanocoax array and (b) a coax-based ES made using inner and outer
electrodes of the coax array as WE and CE, respectively, of an ES.

We sputter-deposited 120 nm of Au for the metallization of
the SU-8 nanopillars. To improve conformality of the coating,
we used conical rather than strictly vertical nanopillars, as
shown in Figure 1. For the dielectric layer, we deposited
aluminum oxide (Al2O3) of deﬁned thickness, typically 100 to
400 nm, by ALD. In ALD, trimethylaluminum is used as the
organometallic precursor with a 200 °C deposition temperature. Next, a Cr ﬁlm of ∼150 nm thickness was sputtered as an
outer metal to form the nanocoaxial structure. Depending on
pillar height, the horizontal thickness of the metal on the walls
of the conical pillars typically ranged from 1/3 to 1/2 that of
the vertical thickness of the metal at the base between pillars.
Before polishing, an important consideration is structural
support for the nanocoaxes in the arrays. This was provided by
coating the array with a second SU-8 stabilizing layer, ﬁlling the
space between coaxes to a thickness comparable to or greater
than the height of the array. Mechanical polishing was then
performed using suspensions of Al2O3 nanoparticles on a
vibratory polisher. Polishing/SEM inspection cycles continued
until the outer metal on the top of coaxes was fully removed,
thus exposing the Al2O3 annuli. The dielectric in the annulus
was removed by wet etching with Transetch-N solution at
room temperature, yielding a cavity of ∼500 nm vertical depth
into the annulus. Figure 3 shows SEM images of nanocoax
arrays of 1.3 μm pitch, 200 nm annulus thickness, and ∼500 nm
annulus depth, as well as a cross-sectional view of a portion of
an array obtained by FIB milling. We have fabricated similar
arrays with annulus thickness ranging from 100 to 400 nm to
investigate the eﬀect of electrode separation on subsequent ES
performance.
After fabrication, arrays of coaxes were isolated using a
custom-made polypropylene gasket to create a reservoir for
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of the peak current increases inversely with decreasing distance
between electrodes. This can be explained by assuming a
linearly varying concentration gradient of the redox molecules
within the diﬀusion layer between the two electrodes. Under
this condition, current can be expressed5 as I ∼ (r2 − r1)−1. The
ratio of current density for the coax-based ES to that for the
planar device is also shown in Figure 4b. The coax-based ES
with 100 nm electrode gap is seen to have a signal nearly 2
orders of magnitude greater than that of the conventional,
planar ES (i.e., Jcoax/Jplanar = 90), while the noise level in each ES
is approximately the same.
We suggest that the observed improvement in signal-to-noise
ratio in the coax-based ES compared to the planar ES, and with
decreasing electrode gap in the coax-based ES, is due to two
eﬀects: rapid diﬀusion of redox species between the closely
spaced electrode surfaces and the large number of nanocoaxes
in our device. The small gap between the WE and CE facilitates
eﬃcient diﬀusion of redox molecules between electrodes, with
the result that species reduced at the counter electrode rapidly
return back to the working electrode and vice versa, providing
positive feedback to the signal.35−37 This process presents a
large ﬂux of redox species between electrodes, which yields a
higher value of current compared to a sensor with a large
electrode gap. The small dimensions of each nanocoax and
their close spacing is such that each 1.5 mm diameter ES device
contains more than 106 nanocoax ESs operating in parallel
(whose signals are thus additive). Also, in this coaxial structure,
the inner electrode is circumferentially surrounded by the outer
electrode, such that molecules always diﬀuse radially (i.e.,
horizontally) between the electrodes. In combination, this
means that we are within the linear diﬀusion regime such that
the electrochemical processes are not mass diﬀusion limited, a
problem found in other nanogaps ES devices.8 This is
evidenced by a conventionally shaped cyclic voltammogram
(not shown), in contrast to peak-shaped curves in the planardiﬀusion dominated nanodevices.8
While our devices are in array form, one can employ smaller
subarrays or even individual coaxes as a micro- or nanoscale ES,
after electrically addressing each coax or subarray. Such a device
could then be employed, for example, to map variations in local
concentration of the brain-signaling molecules in vitro/silico/
vivo, which could be more facile and sensitive than the
traditional manner of monitoring the concentration of the
molecules using ultramicroelectrodes.38 In addition, with
further development to incorporate microﬂuidics for liquid
exchange, the coax device could be developed into a costeﬀective, portable device for rapid molecular analysis in broader
applications such as environmental monitoring of chemicals
and toxins, pathogen detection, and biomarker detection for the
diagnosis of human disease, such as early stage cancer. As the
open volume (in the hollow annulus) of each nanocoax is ∼50
aL, very small analyte volumes could be employed (e.g., 1 fL for
a 5 × 5 coax array).

heterogeneous charge transfer, as well as to analyze complex
mechanisms including chemical steps.28−32
To observe the eﬀect of electrode (WE−CE) separation on
Faradic current, DPV measurements were carried out using
initial and ﬁnal potentials of 0.0 and 0.5 V, respectively, pulse
size of 50 mV, pulse time of 0.05 s, step size of 2 mV, and
sample period of 0.1 s, for the redox chemical 1 mM FCA in
PBS. Measured values of coax-based ESs with diﬀerent
electrode gaps (coax annulus widths) are shown in Figure 4,

Figure 4. DPV signal from diﬀerent annulus thickness, coax-based
electrochemical sensors. (a) Current in nanocoax-based ES with 100
to 400 nm gaps between WE and CE, plotted vs. WE potential. Data
for a planar ES control having millimeter-scale WE−CE gap is also
shown. (b) Left axis: Diﬀerence between peak current and current at
0.1 V WE potential vs. gap (r2−r1) between WE and CE for nanocoaxbased ES. Right axis: Ratio of current density in coax-based ES cell to
that in planar ES vs. gap between WE and CE of nanocoax-based ES.

as well as results for the planar WE cell. Figure 4a shows that all
coax and planar ESs had a well-deﬁned peak at 280 mV vs. (Ag/
AgCl), which corresponds to the redox reaction of FCA. The
width of the peak at half height for all curves is δI1/2 ∼ 92 mV,
close to a previously reported value of 90.4 mV33,34 for a one
electron process at 25 °C. However, in all cases, the coax-based
devices displayed higher current than the planar control. In
Figure 4b, we show the dependence of the peak value of the
current on the coax-based WE−CE separation d = r2 − r1,
where r1 is the outer radius of the inner coax conductor and r2
is the inner radius of the outer coax conductor. For consistency
of measurement for all values of electrode separation, we
subtracted the background current at 0.1 V from the peak
current value, indicated as ΔI in Figure 4b. This is less than a
1% eﬀect on the overall result. The current at d = 200 nm is the
average of three identically prepared ES arrays, with the error
bar indicating the standard deviation. As anticipated, the value

■

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a novel fabrication
method for arrays of nanocoaxes using replicated arrays of
silicon nanopillars in polymer, prepared by a stamp imprint
technique. We modiﬁed the arrays to obtain arrays of openended, partially hollow nanocoaxes, with the coaxes’ inner and
outer electrodes serving as working and counter electrodes of a
nanoscale electrochemical sensor. The width of the coax
annulus controls the distance between electrodes in the sensor.
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An observed increase in electrochemical signal with decrease of
electrode distance (annulus width) is due to improvement in
molecular diﬀusion, which depends inversely on electrode gap,
robust radial diﬀusion ensured by the cylindrical geometry, and
the high site density of nanoscale electrochemical sensors in the
device. These result in a ∼100× signal enhancement of the
nanocoax over that of planar ES having millimeter separation
between electrodes. Such a coaxial architecture can be
employed to increase sensitivity of a range of electrochemical
sensors, including label-free biosensors.
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Figure S1. Schematic representations of fabrication process for nanocoax arrays. From top to
bottom: polymer nanopillar array, inner metal coating, dielectric coating, outer metal coating,
polymer coating and etching of dielectric.
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Figure S2. SEM images of the fabrication process for nanocoax structure of 1.3 µm pitch and 2
µm height. Ffrom top to bottom: inner metal coating, dielectric coating, outer metal coating, SU8 coating, mechanical polishing and dielectric etching.
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Figure S3. SEM images of nanocoax structure of 1.3 µm pitch and 500 nm annulus depth with
different annulus thickness. From top to bottom: 100 nm, 200 nm, 300 nm and 400 nm.
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